European, Comparative and International Legal Studies

Course of Comparative Constitutional Law

Guest Lectures

18 September 2017, 11-13, Conference Room

Traditional and Modern Constitutions
Martin Loughlin (London School of Economics and Political Science)

16 October 2017, 11-13, Conference Room

The Trajectory of Mature Federal Systems
Karl Kössler (Institute for Comparative Federalism – EURAC Bolzano/Bozen)

31 October 2017, 11-13, Conference Room

Varieties of Bicameralisms
Francesco Palermo (Department of Law, University of Verona; Institute for Comparative Federalism – EURAC Bolzano/Bozen)

7 November 2017, 11-13, Conference Room

Political Opposition as a Constitutional Function
Roberto Toniatti (Faculty of Law, University of Trento)

27 November 2017, 11-13, Conference Room

Constitutional Adjudication and Nation Building in South Africa
James Fowkes (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität, Münster)